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Eigenmodes of a reflective twisted-nematic liquid-crystal cell
Xinyu Zhu, Qi Hong, Yuhua Huang, and Shin-Tson Wua)
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The eigenmodes of a reflective twisted-nematic liquid-crystal~TN LC! cell are analyzed based on
the Jones matrix method. Two models are developed to describe the LC system in the low- and
high-voltage regimes. The simulated transmission spectra of LC Fabry–Perot etalons are used to
investigate the eigenmodes. In a general reflective TN LC cell, the eigenmodes are two orthogonal
linear polarization states. Under some specific conditions, these two linear polarization states will
approach the bisector or orthogonal to the bisector of the TN LC cell. This bisector effect is useful
for reducing the operating voltage and enhancing the contrast ratio of LC display devices and for
eliminating the mode coupling of the tunable Fabry–Perot etalons. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1595145#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Twisted-nematic liquid-crystal~TN LC! cell has been
widely employed in transmissive and reflective displays1,2

The reflective liquid-crystal display~LCD! has advantage
over the transmission type in sunlight readability, low-pow
consumption, and light weight due to the elimination
backlight. Several single-polarizer-based reflective LC
modes have been developed; for example, the TN electric
controlled birefringence mode,3 the mixed TN mode,4 and
the self-compensated TN mode.5 These modes can be used
both direct-view and projection displays.

For display applications, if the incident light happens
be at the bisector of the LC twist angle,6 a good dark state
can be achieved at a relatively low voltage, although
color dispersion is increased. Low operating voltage lead
a low power consumption, which is particularly desirable
handheld display devices aiming for mobile communic
tions. In addition, for a tunable LC Fabry–Perot~FP! etalon
intended for telecom application,7 only those eigenmode
resonating in the FP cavity can be amplified. To eliminate
mode coupling, the incident light is preferred to be an eig
mode. Therefore, for the interest of optimizing the LC ope
tion for displays and tunable FP filters, it is essential to th
oughly analyze the bisector effect and the eigenmodes o
reflective TN cell.

In this article, we will first derive the eigenmodes of
general reflective TN LC cell at null-voltage and hig
voltage states based on the Jones matrix method.8 Next,
some simulation results are given to illuminate these eig
modes using the transmission spectra of the TN-LC-base
etalons.

II. EIGENMODE DERIVATION

A. Uniform twist model

For a reflective TN LC cell with a twist anglef, the LC
directors9 twist uniformly throughout the cell when no volt

a!Electronic mail: swu@mail.ucf.edu
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age is applied. We call this a uniform twist model. If an inp
polarized light happens to be an eigenmode, then afte
round trip, the polarization transformation should be

gE5R~2f!J~2f!R~f!J~f!E, ~1!

whereE5(Ex ,Ey)
T is the vector describing the input ligh

polarization,g is the eigenvalue of the round-trip transmi
sion matrices, and

J~f!5R~2f!

3S cosX2 i
G

2

sinX

X
f

sinX

X

2F
sinX

X
cosX1 i

G

2

sinX

X

D ~2!

is the Jones matrix of the uniformly twisted TN LC.8 R~f! is
the coordinates rotation matrix, which has the followin
form:

R~f!5S cosf sinf

2sinf cosf D . ~3!

In Eq. ~2!, G52pdDn/l is the phase retardation of the T
LC layer,X5Af21(G/2)2; d is the LC cell gap,Dn the LC
birefringence, andl the incident light wavelength. In the
coordinate system shown in Eq.~1!, we define thex-axis to
be parallel to the direction of the entrance surface direc
that is, the rubbing direction of the entrance substrate.
addition, all of the angles are defined to be positive for
counterclockwise direction and negative for the clockw
direction with reference to thex-axis.

By solving Eq.~1!, we obtain the eigenvalues as

g65122S G

2

sinX

X D 2

6 i2S G

2

sinX

X DA12S G

2

sinX

X D 2

,

~4!

where the subscript ‘‘6’’ denotes different eigenvalues. In
order to get the corresponding eigenmodes, one can su
tute these two complex eigenvalues into Eq.~1! and derive
the following equation:
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Equation~5! represents the general solutions for the eig
modes of a reflective TN LC cell. First, let us discuss t
eigenmodes for the following four cases.

1. When G50 ~isotropic media or vertically aligned
nematic LC! or sinX50 ~Gooch–Tarry minima
conditions!,10 Eq. ~5! is simplified to

S 0 0

0 0D S Ex

Ey
D5S 0

0D . ~6!

Under such a circumstance, the eigenmodes are any tw
thogonal polarization states.

2. Whenf50 ~nontwist alignment!, Eq. ~5! is simpli-
fied as

sin
G

2 S 2cos
G

2
7cos

G

2
0

0 cos
G

2
7cos

G

2

D S Ex

Ey
D5S 0

0D .

~7!

In this case, the eigenmodes are the two linear polariza
states parallel@(1,0)T# and perpendicular@(0,1)T# to the
x-axis.

3. When G/2@f ~Mauguin limit for the waveguiding
effect to occur!, then X'G/2 and f/X'0. Under such a
circumstance, Eq.~5! is reduced to

sin
G

2 S 2cos
G

2
7cos

G

2
0

0 cos
G

2
7cos

G

2

D S Ex

Ey
D5S 0

0D .

~8!

Similar to the case off50, the eigenmodes are the tw
linear polarization states parallel@(1,0)T# and perpendicular
@(0,1)T# to thex-axis.

4. In a general case of a reflective TN LC cell, assum
Ex51, the y-components of the eigenmodes, according
Eq. ~5!, are expressed as

Ey,65

cosX6A12S G

2

sinX

X D 2

f
sinX

X

, ~9!

where the subscripts ‘‘6’’ in Eq. ~9! denote different eigen
modes. We notice thatEy,6 is always real, which means in
general case the eigenmodes of a reflective TN LC cell
always linearly polarized, independent off andG. Besides,
Eq. ~9! indicates that these two eigenmodes are always
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thogonal sinceEx,1Ex,21Ey,1Ey,250. Particularly, ifG/2
!f ~i.e., dDn/l!f/p), then f'X and (G/2)/X'0, and
Eq. ~9! can be approximated as

Ey,6'2
cosf61

sinf
5H tan~f/21p/2! for‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’sign

tan~f/2! for‘ ‘ 2 ’ ’sign
.

~10!

When the condition thatdDn/l!f/p holds, one of the
eigenmodes is parallel to the bisector of the twist angle
the other is perpendicular to the bisector. This is the bise
effect of the reflective TN cell we discuss in this article. T
bisector effect leads to a low operating voltage for disp
applications.11 This is particularly important for a projection
display, in which low voltage helps to minimize the undes
able fringing field effect which, in turn, degrades the contr
ratio.12

B. Boundary layers model

In a high-voltage state, the bulk LC directors are reo
ented to be along the electric field direction, except that
boundary layers remain undisturbed because of the str
surface anchoring.13 The whole TN LC cell can be treated a
two symmetric uniaxial birefringence layers oriented at
angle f. We call this configuration the boundary laye
model.

The residual phase differencec of each boundary laye
is related to the applied voltage; as the applied voltage
creases, the residual phase is gradually decreased. If th
cident polarized light happens to be an eigenmode, then a
a round-trip propagation the polarization transformation c
be expressed as

gE5TR~2f!T2R~f!TE, ~11!

whereE5(Ex ,Ey)
T is the vector describing the input ligh

polarization,g is the eigenvalue of the round-trip transmi
sion matrices,R~f! is the rotation matrix as expressed in E
~3!, and

T5Fexp~2 ic/2! 0

0 exp~ ic/2!
G ~12!

is the Jones matrix of each uniaxial boundary layer.
By solving Eq.~11!, we obtain two eigenvalues:

g65B6 iA12B2, ~13!

whereB5sin2 f1cos2 f cos 2c. Note thatB<1. After sub-
stituting the eigenvalues into Eq.~11!, we get the following
equation for determining the corresponding eigenmodes:
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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cosf sincS 2cosc cosf7Acos2 f cos2 c1sin2 f 2sinf

2sinf cosc cosf7Acos2 f cos2 c1sin2 f
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Based on Eq.~14!, we discuss three cases.
1. When sinc50 ~isotropic media or vertical alignment!

or cosf50 ~twist anglef5(2n11)p/2, wheren is an in-
teger!, Eq. ~14! is simplified as

S 0 0

0 0D S Ex

Ey
D5S 0

0D . ~15!

In these cases, the eigenmodes are any two orthogonal p
ization states. It is obvious that any normal incident pol
ized light experiences no phase difference in isotropic me
vertical aligned LC, or two orthogonal uniaxial layers wi
identical phase retardation. In these cases, any two orth
nally polarized lights can be the eigenmodes.

2. Whenf50 ~nontwist alignment!, Eq. ~14! has fol-
lowing form:

sincS 2cosc7cosc 0

0 cosc7cosc D S Ex

Ey
D5S 0

0D .

~16!

Equation~16! is actually equivalent to Eq.~7! sincec only
counts for the phase retardation of a boundary layer. Th
c5G/2. In this case, the eigenmodes are the two linear
larization states parallel@(1,0)T# and perpendicular@(0,1)T#
to thex-axis.

3. In the general case of a reflective TN LC cell, let
assumeEx51, then they-components of the eigenmodes c
be solved from Eq.~14!:

Ey,65
cosc cosf6Acos2 f cos2 c1sin2 f

sinf
. ~17!

Similar to the aforementioned uniform-twist model, th
eigenmodes in the boundary layers model are also two
thogonal linear polarization states, independent off andc.
Particularly, when the applied voltage is sufficiently larg
the phase retardation of each boundary uniaxial layer is
small thatc→0. Thus, Eq.~17! can be approximated as

Ey,6'2
cosf61

sinf
5H tan~f/21p/2! for‘ ‘ 1 ’ ’sign

tan~f/2! for‘ ‘ 2 ’ ’sign
.

~18!

In a high-voltage state (V@Vth , whereVth is the threshold
voltage of the reflective TN LC cell!, the residual phase re
tardation is very small and the two eigenmodes are the
linear polarization states nearly parallel and perpendicula
the bisector of the twist angle.

From these analyses, we find that the eigenmodes
general reflective TN LC cell are the two orthogonal line
polarization states. One of these two linear polarization st
is the bisector and the other is orthogonal to the bisec
provided that the conditionG/2!f is satisfied, even withou
applied voltage. In a high-voltage state, these two linear
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larization states also approach the bisector~or its perpendicu-
lar direction! when the residual phase of each boundary la
is close to 0.

To illustrate the relationship between the azimuth
angles of the eigenmodes and the phase retardation of th
LC discussed earlier, we chose a 60° reflective TN LC cel
an example. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the azimu
angles of the eigenmodes ondDn/l under the two models
described in Eqs.~9! and ~17!. Here, the azimuthal angle i
the tangential angle of the linearly polarized light obtain
from arctan(Ey,6 /Ex). It should be pointed out that the az
muthal angle has a period of 180°. From Fig. 1, the cal
lated results from the uniform twist model are generally qu
different from those from the boundary layers model, exc
for some intersections. As thedDn/l decreases to;0.2,
these two results gradually merge. With further reduction

FIG. 1. The relationship between the azimuthal angles of the eigenm
anddDn/l for a 60° reflective TN LC cell.~a! The first eigenmode and~b!
the second eigenmode. Here, only the general cases are considered a
ing to Eqs.~9! and ~17!, and the azimuthal angle of eigenmode is obtain
from arctan(Ey,6 /Ex).
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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dDn/l, the azimuthal angle approaches bisector@30° in Fig.
1~a!# or perpendicular to bisector@120° in Fig. 1~b!#. As a
matter of fact, we should use Eq.~9! to determine the azi-
muthal angles of the eigenmodes when the applied voltag
below or near threshold, and use Eq.~17! in the high-voltage
regime. In the low-voltage regime, the LC molecules a
uniformly twisted. On the other hand, in the high-volta
regime, the LC directors are aligned perpendicular to s
strates except for the boundary layers. In an intermed
voltage, no simplified model is established and the azimu
angle should lie between the extremes given by Eqs.~9! and
~17!. Also observed in Fig. 1, the azimuthal angle has a p
teau in the vicinities of 0°,690°, and 180°, implying that the
azimuthal angle is insensitive todDn/l in these regions.
Between these watersheds, the azimuthal angle is rather
sitive to dDn/l. Moreover, this tendency becomes mo
prominent asdDn/l increases. This is because whendDn/l
increases, the waveguiding effect becomes more promi
and the eigenmodes are either along or perpendicular to
x-axis, like those described in Eq.~8!, except for some smal
vibrations between the two successive Gooch–Tarry min
conditions.10

III. SPECTRUM OF TN-LC-BASED FP ETALON

To investigate the eigenmodes of a reflective TN LC c
under different applied voltages, in the following we sim
late the transmission spectrum of the TN-LC-based FP
lon. Without losing generality, we continue to choose the 6
TN LC cell as an example. In the simulations, we first u
the continuum elastic theory9 to calculate the director distri
butions and then use the 434 matrix method14 to calculate
the transmission spectra since the multiple reflections wi
the FP cavity must be considered. In our simulations, a c
mercial nematic mixture E-7 was used. The material para
eters of E-7 are listed as follows:« i519.6, «'55.1, k11

512310212 N, k2259310212 N, k33519.5310212 N,
and the refractive indices in the vicinity ofl51.5mm are
ne51.71, andno51.50.15 The two inner surfaces of the F
cavity are assumed to have multilayer dielectric films16 hav-
ing 97% reflectivity.

A. Transmission spectra without voltage

Figure 2 shows the simulated transmission spectra
21-mm-thick, 60° TN-LC-based FP etalon without voltag
Three different incident conditions are considered: unpo
ized light, linearly polarized light alongx-axis (P50°), and
linearly polarized light perpendicular tox-axis (P590°).
For the unpolarized incident light, there are two eigenmo
in the FP etalon. While for the linearly polarized light, eith
parallel or perpendicular to thex-axis, only a single eigen
mode resonates in the FP cavity. In addition, the spectr
the unpolarized incident light are the superposition of
two linearly polarized lights atP50° and P590°. That
means the eigenmodes of the FP cavity are the two line
polarized lights parallel and perpendicular to thex-axis,
which correspond to dDn/l;3 ~i.e., 21mm
30.21/1.5mm), as indicated in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Please
notice that the result ofP590° is equivalent to that ofP5
290° since the azimuthal angle has 180° periodicity.
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From Fig. 1, a small increase in the cell gap might cau
a large change in the eigenmodes, depending on which
gime is considered. We have calculated the transmiss
spectra of a 25-mm, 60° TN-LC-based FP cavity atV50 for
five different incident conditions: unpolarized light, linear
polarized light along thex-axis (P50°), linearly polarized
light perpendicular to thex-axis (P590°), linearly polarized
light at P5231°, and linearly polarized light atP559°.
Results are depicted in Fig. 3. Similar to the case of 21-mm
cavity, the spectra of the unpolarized incident light have t
eigenmodes. However, the spectra forP50° and P590°
also exhibit two modes in the 1.5-mm wavelength region. In
these cases, the eigenmodes are no longer the linearly p
ized lights parallel and perpendicular to thex-axis. For the
spectra ofP5231° andP559°, only one mode occurs in
the vicinity of l51.5mm, while at other wavelengths, ther
are still two modes. Consequently, the two linear polarizat
states atP5231° and P559° are the eigenmodes onl
when the wavelength is close to 1.5mm. The azimuthal
angles of the eigenmodes will shift away from these t
positions at other wavelengths. This phenomenon is evid
from Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. In the region ofdDn/l;3.5 ~i.e.,
25mm30.21/1.5mm) the azimuthal angles of the eigen
modes vary sharply withdDn/l. As a result, the mode cou
pling occurs at other wavelengths than 1.5mm for the inci-
dent linearly polarized lights atP5231° andP559°, as
shown in Fig. 3. Even though the cell gap has alrea
reachedd525mm, the waveguiding condition is still imper
fect. In fact, asdDn/l increases further, the plateaus close
0°, 690°, and 180°, as shown in Fig. 1 become flatter, wh
the rising lines become sharper. Consequently, the azimu
angle of eigenmodes under such condition is almost para
or perpendicular to thex-axis, as discussed in Eq.~8!.

B. Transmission spectra with voltage

Under applied voltage, the spectra in FP cavity genera
shift to short wavelength due to the decrease of overall ph

FIG. 2. The simulated transmission spectra of a 21-mm 60° TN-LC-based
FP etalon without applied voltage. Three different incident light conditio
are simulated: unpolarized light, linearly polarized light along thex-axis
(P50°), and linearly polarized light perpendicular to thex-axis (P
590°).
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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retardation. In this section, we choose two 60° TN-LC-ba
FP etalons with 21- and 1.5-mm cell gaps as examples t
simulate the transmission spectra under various applied v
ages.

Figure 4 plots the simulated transmission spectra of
21-mm-thick, 60° TN-LC-based FP etalon at different inc
dent polarization states. Figure 4~a! presents the results fo
the unpolarized incident light. Two sets of resonance pe
corresponding to two different eigenmodes are clearly
served. Figures 4~b! and 4~c! represent the cases of inp
linearly polarized light, with its polarization axis paralle
(P50°) and perpendicular (P590°) to thex-axis. When
the applied voltage is below threshold (Vth;0.8 Vrms), these
two orthogonal linearly polarized lights are exactly the tw
eigenmodes in the FP cavity, as clearly seen by compa
Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! with 4~a!. This is because the LC direc
tors are not yet reoriented and the azimuthal angle of eig
modes is alongP50° @Fig. 1~a!# and P590° @Fig. 1~b!,
where P590° is equivalent toP5290° due to the 180°
periodicity of azimuthal angle#. As the voltage increases t
;2 V, the LC molecules are slightly tilted and the effecti
birefringence decreases accordingly. Therefore, the
muthal angle shifts slightly away from 0° and 90° as sho
in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Hence, a small peak arises in additio
to the main peak in each case as shown in Figs. 4~b! and
4~c!. At the same time, the spectra peaks ofP50° shift
slightly towards shorter wavelengths, while the spectra pe

FIG. 3. The simulated transmission spectra of a 25-mm 60° TN-LC-based
FP etalon without applied voltage. Five different incident light conditio
are simulated: unpolarized light, linearly polarized lights along thex-axis
(P50°), perpendicular to thex-axis (P590°), at P5231°, and P
559°.
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of P590° almost keep unchanged since its effective refr
tive index is not significantly affected. As the applied volta
increases, the LC molecules are tilted further and the u
form twist structure of TN LC is broken. As a result, th
azimuthal angles of eigenmodes change rapidly. Thus,
sets of resonance peaks for each incident linearly polar
light are produced.

FIG. 4. The calculated optical transmission spectra of a 21-mm 60° TN-LC-
based FP etalon at various applied voltages:~a! unpolarized incident light,
~b! incident linearly polarized light parallel tox-axis (P50°), ~c! incident
linearly polarized light perpendicular tox-axis (P590°), ~d! incident lin-
early polarized light parallel to the bisector of the twist angle (P530°), and
~e! incident linearly polarized light perpendicular to the bisector (P
5120°).
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Next, we consider the cases of the incident linearly p
larized beams parallel and perpendicular to the bisecto
twist angle. Figures 4~d! and 4~e! show the transmission
spectra atP530° ~i.e., f/2! and P5120° ~i.e., f/21p/2),
respectively. Their spectra are obviously different from tho
of P50° @Fig. 4~b!# and P590° @Fig. 4~c!#. In the low-
voltage regime (V,2 V), there are two sets of resonan
peaks since the azimuthal angles of eigenmodes are ne
at P530° nor atP5120°. As the applied voltage exceed
2 Vrms, one of the peaks gradually vanishes while the ot
gains intensity. Finally, asV.6 Vrms, only one resonance
peak exists in each case. This means under a very high
age, the eigenmodes are those two linear polarization s
parallel and perpendicular to the bisector. As predicted by
boundary layers model shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, the
azimuthal angles of eigenmodes approach the bisector or
pendicular to the bisector whendDn/l approaches 0 in the
high voltage regime. This phenomenon is so-called the
sector effect of a reflective TN LC cell.

The bisector effect phenomenon happens not only in
high-voltage state of a thick cell, but also in the voltage-
state of a very thin cell. Figure 5 depicts the simulat
near-IR transmission spectra of a 1.5-mm-thick 60° TN-LC-
based FP etalon under various voltages. Figure 5~a! repre-

FIG. 5. The calculated optical transmission spectra of a 1.5-mm 60° TN-
LC-based FP etalon at various applied voltages:~a! unpolarized incident
light, ~b! incident linearly polarized light parallel to the bisector of the tw
angle (P530°), and~c! incident linearly polarized light perpendicular t
the bisector (P5120°).
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sents the simulated results for an unpolarized incident lig
while Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! are for the incident linearly polar
ized lights parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the
sector. By comparing Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! with Fig. 5~a!, we
can clearly see that the spectra of the unpolarized ligh
exactly the linear superposition of those of linearly polariz
light parallel and perpendicular to the bisector under a
applied voltages. This indicates that even if no voltage
applied, the bisector effect is still clearly observed becaus
the smalldDn value of the LC layer. The definition for a thin
cell is that its half-phase difference (G/25pdDn/l) is less
than the twist anglef. Of course, as voltage increase
dDn/l further decreases and eventually approaches z
According to the boundary layers model, the bisector eff
would become more dominant ifc gets closer to 0.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The eigenmodes of the reflective TN LC cell are deriv
in details based on Jones matrix. Under zero or very l
applied voltage, the uniform twist model is valid. On th
other hand, in a very high voltage regime, the boundary l
ers model works well for the TN LC cell. The eigenmodes
a reflective TN LC cell are the two orthogonal linear pola
ization states. Moreover, these two eigenmodes are e
parallel or perpendicular to the bisector when the phase
tardation approaches 0 in a high-voltage state, orG/2!f at
V50. The eigenmodes are well investigated and proved
the transmission spectra of TN-LC-based FP etalons un
various applied voltages. The accurate determination
eigenmodes in a reflective TN LC cell has two major impa
to the LC devices:~1! it will improve the contrast ratio of the
direct-view and projection LC displays and~2! it will elimi-
nate the resonance mode coupling of a TN-LC-based FP
ity for telecommunications applications.
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